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Abstract— Designing energy-efficient clusters has

recently become an important concern to make these

systems economically attractive for many applica-

tions. Since the cluster interconnect is a major part of

the system, the focus of this paper is to characterize

and optimize the energy consumption in the entire

interconnect.

Using a cycle-accurate simulator of an InfiniBand

Architecture (IBA) compliant interconnect fabric and

actual designs of its components, we investigate
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the energy behavior on regular and irregular in-

terconnects. The energy profile of the three ma-

jor components (switches, network interface cards

(NICs), and links) reveals that the links and switch

buffers consume the major portion of the power

budget. Hence, we focus on energy optimization

of these two components. To minimize power in

the links, first we investigate the dynamic voltage

scaling (DVS) algorithm and then propose a novel

dynamic link shutdown (DLS) technique. The DLS

technique makes use of an appropriate adaptive

routing algorithm to shutdown the links intelligently.

We also present an optimized buffer design for

reducing leakage energy in 70nm technology. Our

analysis on different networks reveals that while DVS

is an effective energy conservation technique, it incurs

significant performance penalty at low to medium

workload. Moreover, energy saving with DVS reduces

as the buffer leakage current becomes significant with
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70nm design.On the other hand, the proposed DLS

technique can provide optimized performance-energy

behavior (up to 40% energy savings with less than

5% performance degradation in the best case) for

the cluster interconnects.

Index Terms— Buffer Design, Cluster Intercon-

nect, Dynamic Voltage Scaling, Dynamic Link Shut-

down, Energy Optimization, Link Design, Switch

Design.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IDE spread use of cluster systems

in a diverse set of applications

has spurred significant interest in designing

such servers, with performance, scalability, and

quality-of-service (QoS) as the primary design

objectives. In addition to these objectives, en-

ergy consumption in these architectures has

recently emerged as a major concern since

server power usage is becoming a significant

fraction of the total ownership cost [1]. The

energy consumption is critical as it affects the

cost of cooling and backup power generation.

In fact, new data centers in the Seattle area are

forecast to increase the city’s power demands

by 25% [2]. Similar concerns have been raised

for cluster-based data centers in other locations

such as New York and California [1]. Recent

technology trends in terms of power density

limitations and design of compact and cheap

cooling systems also motivate the need for en-

ergy efficient clusters in a single box or single

board. Moreover, most designers are provided

with a tight power budget that is becoming in-

creasingly difficult to meet with the demand for

more compact and higher performance clusters.

All these factors have opened a new avenue

of research in designing energy efficient, high

performance clusters.

While a large body of literature is available

on power-aware processor and memory de-

signs, network power optimization is an almost

unexplored area of research. Cluster intercon-

nects consisting of switches, links and network

interface cards (NICs) are used in many ap-

plications, connecting multiple PCs, multiple

blades in a single server (Mellanox Nitro II

[3]), multiple processors on a single board

(Compaq Alpha 21364 [4]) or even multiple

components on a single chip.

For example, Google operates its search en-

gine on a cluster of more than 15,000 PCs con-

nected by an interconnection fabric. In contrast,

the Mellanox Nitro II Server Blade System
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houses up to 12 blade servers in a single

box and uses the InfiniBand interconnection

network [3]. Multiple Compaq Alpha 21364

microprocessors (each processor contains a

processor core and integrated switch) can be

used to form a network configuration on a

single board to serve a variety of applications

such as web servers and telecommunication

servers [4]. As the concept of networks-on-

a-chip gains acceptance, it is anticipated that

such interconnection fabrics will become more

prevalent even on a single chip.

It has been observed that the the intercon-

nection fabric consumes a significant portion

of the total cluster power. For example, the

integrated switch in the Alpha 21364 is re-

ported to consume 20% of the chip budget,

while 33% of the router linecard power is

consumed in the interconnect in the Avici

switch [5]. Similarly, the routers and links in

a Mellanox server blade, consume almost the

same power as that of a processor (15W),

roughly 37% of the total power budget [3].

These numbers indicate that power dissipation

in the interconnect is significant and requires

careful investigation. The interconnect fabric

is composed of routers and links. The routers

buffer incoming packets, determine their next

destination, and then buffer them in the ap-

propriate outgoing port. The links work at the

physical layer of the network model, and are

comprised of a transmitter, a channel, and a

receiver. While routers often consume much

more chip area than links, as links traditionally

include off-chip elements, the capacitance and

power consumption of links is often significant.

A handful of prior studies have focused

on modeling, characterizing and optimizing

the network energy consumption. The power

consumption behavior and models of differ-

ent switch fabrics have been explored in [6].

Techniques for optimizing power dissipation in

high speed links have been proposed in [7],

[8]. Analytical power models for interconnec-

tion networks have been developed based on

transistor counts [9], [10]. Wang et al. have

presented an analytical power model to explore

different switch configurations [11]. Different

on-chip and chip-to-chip interconnect configu-

rations are compared in [12] using an analyti-

cal approach. Shang et al. have extended the

dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) technique to

optimize link power in regular interconnection

networks [13]. It was shown that DVS can
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conserve a significant amount of link energy

at the expense of network performance. Con-

currently, Soteriou and Peh have discussed a

method of energy savings they term “On/Off

Links” where individual links are shut down to

conserve energy [14]. Their work is fundamen-

tally different from ours in that their algorithm

is designed to work on 2d mesh topologies,

while we present an algorithm that functions

on even irregular network topologies.

However, none of the prior efforts has taken

a holistic approach to analyze the power dis-

sipation issues in various components of an

interconnect. For example, the power simulator

model in [12], considers energy analysis of

the internals of a switch and links without

any design optimization. On the other hand,

the DVS model proposed in [13] optimizes

only the links. While these models are elegant

in their own right, they provide little insight

about the overall energy issue. We believe it is

essential to focus on a comprehensive power

dissipation analysis of the entire interconnect

when exploring energy optimization techniques

in different components.

The research presented in this paper is

an attempt in this direction. First, we per-

form a comprehensive power estimation of the

complete communication substrate to under-

stand the relative energy consumption in the

switches, links and NICs using the current

180nm technology. Second, since the links and

switch buffers consume a significant amount

of energy compared to other components, we

propose circuit-level link and buffer organiza-

tions that can be used to determine accurate

energy consumption. We explore two design

optimizations to conserve energy consumption

in the links; DVS and dynamic link shutdown

(DLS). Our DVS policy, similar to [13], re-

lies on the link utilization history and reduces

the link frequency in seven steps. It captures

clock synchronization overhead and buffer en-

ergy consumption in detail. The proposed DLS

scheme, on the other hand, is based on the

premise that if we can identify a subset of

highly used links that can provide connectivity

in the network, we should be able to com-

pletely shutdown other links if their utilizations

are below a certain threshold. This leads us

to our fourth contribution, where we exploit

routing adaptivity to intelligently use a subset

of links for communication, thereby facilitat-

ing dynamic link shutdowns and minimizing
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energy consumption. We use the InfiniBand Ar-

chitecture (IBA) [15] style cluster interconnects

that support both regular or irregular networks.

For irregular networks, we use the shortest path

first (SPF) algorithm that is known to pro-

vide better performance [16], and is compatible

with the Internet routing scheme. For regular

2-D networks, we use the well-known X-Y

routing [17]. Finally, in order to quantify the

impact of the switching protocols, we compare

the overall performance and power dissipation

in packet switching and wormhole switching

paradigms.

We have designed a simulation tool that

provides a cycle-accurate performance model

for InfiniBand architecture (IBA) [15] style

system area networks (SANs) and have incor-

porated energy parameters from actual designs

for power characterization. We have simulated

15-node irregular networks and (8 × 8) regu-

lar networks with different workload parame-

ters to characterize the energy-performance be-

havior with various energy optimization tech-

niques. We measure average network latency

and power consumption in different compo-

nents. Our analysis reveals that the links and

the buffers are the energy hot spots in the net-

work and thus, need careful design for reduc-

ing energy consumption. In this context, DVS

can provide significant power saving at the

expense of a high performance penalty in low

to medium workload situations. The average

network latency degradation varies from 500%

to 10% as the network load changed from 20%

to 60%. Thus, the advantage of DVS grad-

ually diminishes with network load. Further,

we observe that as technology scales to 70nm,

the energy saving in DVS suffers due to large

amount of energy lost due to current leakage

in the buffers. On the other hand, the proposed

DLS technique can provide moderate energy

savings with minimal degradation in average

network latency. When combined with a suit-

able adaptive routing algorithm, the proposed

technique can optimize performance and power

over the entire workload. Integration of both

DVS and DLS results in the best energy opti-

mization. Finally, comparison between packet

switching and wormhole switching techniques

reveals that while wormhole switching is a

better option for high performance, it may not

be as energy-efficient as the packet switching

technique at higher loads.

The organization of the paper is as follows:
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in Section 2, the cluster interconnect architec-

ture is discussed. The proposed energy opti-

mization techniques are presented in Section

3. In Sections 4 and 5, the experimental plat-

form and the simulation results are discussed,

followed by the concluding remarks in Section

6.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The cluster interconnect used in this work is

based on the IBA specification. In this section,

we describe the switch fabric, NIC, and link

architectures that are the main components of

the interconnect and are modeled in this study.

A. Switch Architecture

The n-port switch modeled in this study

adopts a five-stage pipelined packet-switched

model, as shown in Figure 1. The model can

be changed to capture wormhole switching

or virtual cut-through switching easily. The

pipelined model represents the recent trend in

router design [5].

Our IBA compliant switch design supports

virtual lanes (VLs) [18] that provide a mecha-

nism to implement multiple logical flows over

a single physical link. The IBA specification

allows between 2 and 16 VLs.
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Fig. 1. A Pipelined Switch Architecture

In the first stage, the incoming packets are

assigned to one of theC VLs using the service

level (SL) information in the packet header.

The different SLs are mapped onto appropriate

VLs based on a programmable lookup table.

The header of a packet from the VL (a FIFO

buffer) is sent to the forwarding table unit. Each

entry in the forwarding table has a destination

ID (called Destination Local Identifier - DLID)

and a corresponding output port number. As per

the IBA specification, we use a linear forward-

ing table implementation that is indexed by the

destination ID in the header. The forwarding

table provides the output port information to

the arbiter (third stage), which resolves output

port contentions.

WRR (Weighted Round Robin) scheduling
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is used for selecting between VLs that are

contending for the same output port, as shown

in the figure.

In the last stage of the switch, the packets

flowing out of the output ports of the crossbar

are placed into the buffers that compose the

output VLs. The packets from the output VLs

are multiplexed onto a common output link

using the IBA specified two-level VL arbitra-

tion. First, priorities between different VLs are

determined by the priorities of SLs assigned to

these VLs. Then, a WRR scheduling is used to

schedule packets having the same SL.

B. NIC Architecture

Network interface cards (NICs), also known

as Host Channel Adapters (HCAs) in the IBA

terminology, are used for attaching processing

nodes to a network. As shown in Figure 2, a

typical NIC consists of a processor to handle

network traffic, a pair of DMA engines to

handle data movement and a local memory

(typically DRAM) for buffers and doorbells.

The send/recv requests from the host are di-

rectly written on the memory mapped doorbell

region. The NIC processor polls this region in

a FIFO manner and programs the appropriate

DMA engine(s) to process these requests. If

data needs to be copied from(to) the host, “Host

DMA Engines” are programmed, or if data

needs be sent(received) to(from) the network,

“Network DMA Engines” are used. We do

not discuss the details of the Queue Pair(QP)

structure of the HCA architecture since these

are not included in our energy model. However,

these are included in our simulator for enabling

user-level communication. The details can be

found in the IBA specification [15].
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Fig. 2. A standard NIC Architecture

C. Link Architecture

The links are capable of sending 2.5Gbps

data over lengths reasonable for cluster in-

terconnects. The link includes the transmitter,

receiver, and clock recovery at the receiver as

shown in Figure 3. The link also supports

multiple-frequency operation through the use

of dynamic voltage scaling. In dynamic volt-
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age scaling, the adaptive voltage/frequency unit

(AV/AF unit) provides the minimum amount

of voltage required to operate at a given fre-

quency, while also providing the said fre-

quency to the transmitter. As energy consump-

tion scales as the square of voltage, this can

result in significant energy savings. The link

also supports a shutdown mode, where the

transmitter, receiver, and adaptive supply unit

are powered down completely, reducing energy

consumption to nearly zero. Only a small de-

tector in the receiver must remain powered, in

order to detect when the transmitter wishes to

begin operation again. The 1V supply supports

fast wake-up of the link, and will be discussed

in detail later.

Tx
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Recovered 
Clock

Cntl

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of a Link

III. ENERGY-EFFICIENT SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we first provide an overview

of the circuit design for the different compo-

nents. These designs are used to obtain the

power numbers used in the experiments and

for further energy optimizations. Each of these

components was layed out in a standard 180nm

process, and simulated in HSPICE to obtain

energy consumption data. The main energy

parameters are summarized in Table IV. We

also used 70nm design to capture the impact

of leakage energy with technology scaling. We

then focus on various energy optimization tech-

niques. Specifically, we explore the possibility

of dynamically shutting down links, used in

conjunction with an adaptive routing algorithm,

and compare it with the dynamic voltage scal-

ing technique for links. Since the utility of the

DVS scheme for links is already known [13],

we will confine our focus to major DVS design

issues in dynamic frequency/voltage change,

transition overhead and clock synchronization,

which have not been addressed in detail previ-

ously.

A. Switch Design

The switch design corresponding to Figure 1

focuses on four major components: the FIFO

buffers, lookup tables, crossbar, and output

port arbiters. The lookup tables are used to
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model the forwarding, WRR (to implement VL

arbitration) and VL-SL mapping tables. Also,

the FIFO buffer is used to model both the input

and output VLs.

FIFO Buffer Design: The FIFO buffers are

used in the input and output VLs. To implement

the FIFO buffer, the head and tail pointer

are implemented using two shift registers. A

flipflop storing a bit of value one in the shift

register identifies the head/tail location. The

buffer design employs 7T SRAM cells with

minimum sized transistors and uses bit line

segmentation [19] to improve the performance

and reduce energy consumption. The control

logic is divided into segments as well, and only

segments that are near the current location of

the pointer receive clock signals. This prevents

unnecessary switching of cells that are not

affected by the current operation.

Design Optimization: Our buffer design is

performed in a leakage energy conscious fash-

ion. While not a significant concern in 180nm

technology, it will be an important factor in

sub 100 nm technologies. We utilize the pre-

dictable access patterns of the FIFO buffers and

the ground gating mechanism [20] to provide

a leakage-energy optimized buffer design. In

ground gating, an additional sleep transistor

is placed between the memory cells of the

buffer and the ground. When this transistor

is turned on, the circuit operates normally.

However, when it is off, the leakage current

is significantly reduced, but the data is lost.

Memory Words

Write Pointer

Shift Registers

Read Pointer

Shift Registers

S

R

S

R

Cell N Cell N+1

Memory Words

Write Pointer

Shift Registers

Read Pointer

Shift Registers

Fig. 4. Sleep Mode Buffer Architecture

Our design breaks each buffer into a number

of cells, where each cell has one sleep transis-

tor. As the FIFO access pattern is deterministic,

we power down cells after reading them since,

by the nature of FIFO access, the data cannot

be accessed again. Also, we can predict, with-

out error, the minimum amount of time that

must pass before a cell in sleep mode might

be written to. Note that we may still incur

the energy penalty of earlier activation, but

our goal is to avoid introducing any additional

performance penalties. The cell size is chosen
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such that at maximum clock rate, the time

required to traverse a cell is larger than the

time required to power up the next cell. We

thus power up a given celln whenever the cell

(n − 1) is first written to. This deterministic

behavior of the FIFO buffers allows the supply

gating to be implemented with a zero perfor-

mance penalty. Figure 4 shows the optimized

buffer architecture. Table 1 shows the energy

consumption of a quad-packet buffer designed

in 70nm technology with different utilizations.

We can save up to 80% of energy in the best

case (no utilization) with this design.

The buffer design also plays an important

role in supporting dynamic frequency scaling

of links. We will discuss this issue later along

with the link design.

Lookup Table Design: Tables in our switch

design were all modeled as direct-mapped

SRAMs, and incorporated standard energy op-

timizations such word and bit line segmenta-

tion.

Crossbar Design: The interconnection fabric

in the switch is ann × n crossbar, wheren

is the number of physical links. The crossbar

design utilizes a non-blocking pass transistor

based design [21] and contains ordern2 pass

transistors to connect any input line to another

output. We capture the energy consumed in

setting up the control signals of the crossbar as

well as the actual data transfer from the input

to the output.

Arbiter Design: Our arbitration circuit is a

FCFS design. The FCFS arbiter requiresn×C

buffers, wheren is number of physical ports

and C is the number of VLs per physical

link. In designing the buffers, all the energy

optimizations techniques discussed for the I/O

buffers were employed.

B. NIC Design

We modeled the main components of a

typical NIC shown in Figure 2, including a

RISC processor, 8MB local memory, DMA

controller, doorbell queue, and the VL arbiter

(which is WRR in the HCA design). We use

DRAM data sheets [22] to obtain the energy

numbers for the local memory and the doorbell

queue. To evaluate the energy consumed by

the RISC in the NIC, we use a StrongARM

1100 RISC core [23] based energy simulator

and execute the kernel code. Note that energy

consumption in the processor could vary sig-

nificantly based on the processor activity.
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TABLE I

BUFFERENERGY CONSUMPTION AT VARYING UTILIZATIONS . (70NM DESIGN)

Buffer Utilization 0% 50% 100%
Dynamic Read Energy 8065pJ/packet
Dynamic Write Energy 8408pJ/packet
Static Power (Normal) 0.32W 0.32W 0.32W

Static Power (Optimized) 0.058W 0.19W 0.32W

C. Link Design and Optimization

Our link uses a multiplexed serial link de-

sign [24]. The link uses differential current-

mode signaling with an integrating receiver to

reduce the impact of noise on the operation. In

such a design, each bit is represented by the

directional flow of current on the differential

pair of wires, and the current accumulates in

capacative nodes to create the detected volt-

ages. This design greatly reduces the impact of

noise, as the actual voltage of the lines does

not matter, merely the relative amount of the

current flowing through them. Clocking infor-

mation is carried on a per-pin basis, inline with

the data, by forcing a toggle on the differential

pair at the desired clock frequency. This allows

for high frequency operation with minimal jit-

ter problems, as the actual delay of each link

is taken into account during bit reception. Each

clock-toggle of the link is subdivided into five

smaller time units at both the transmitter and

receiver, allowing for a very high throughput

as compared to the actual link-embedded clock

cycle. The design also uses an adaptive voltage

supply that minimizes the operating voltage at

a given frequency to optimize the energy con-

sumption. This link can be used in chip-to-chip

PCB interconnects, as well as in short-length

cable installs. The energy consumption per bit

transmitted in the link is obtained by scaling the

values reported for a 250nm link design that

can be operated at different frequencies [25]

to 180nm. Scaling was performed using rules

identified in [26] and a single frequency link

was designed in both 250nm and 180nm tech-

nologies, then simulated in HSPICE to validate

the scaling used.

1) Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS):We

now discuss the first energy optimization in

the links using DVS. Although the link design

we are using supports multiple date rates and

voltages, it was originally intended only to sup-
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port static frequency operation from powerup.

The frequency change at run-time can be ac-

complished by changing the input clock to the

transmitter. In this scenario, the adaptive power

supply will attempt to track the new frequency,

while the receiver will attempt to regain lock to

again receive data. Although the link design we

are using supports multiple data rates and volt-

ages, experimental data for frequency changes

during operation was unavailable at the time of

this writing. Therefore, we conservatively as-

sume that the link cannot support data transfer

during periods of frequency change. During the

transition period, we conservatively utilize the

higher of the two energy values consumed in

the two transition states.

The time required for this transition is deter-

mined by two components of the transceiver,

the clock-matching PLL and the adaptive sup-

plies. PLL lock times on such a link are on

the order of 400ns [27], while voltage lock

times on the variable power supply can be

much higher [24]. Assuming that the variable

power supply has a tracking rate of 0.1V/µs

shows that frequency transition in the link is

limited by the power supply adjustment time

in almost all cases. Table 2 shows the energy

consumption of the scaled link, per bit, at

various frequencies.

Clock Synchronization for DVS: A main

issue with using DVS is the ability of the

router to adapt itself to the new frequencies of

the link and operate reliably. Synchronization

between link and router clock frequencies is

maintained by the I/O buffers. The buffers are

designed using a ring-address pointer and a 7-T

SRAM cell architecture. The ring-address sys-

tem allows the buffer to operate using separate

and independent read and write clock signals.

The 7-T SRAM cell allows single-ended reads

and writes to the cells, meaning both opera-

tions can be performed simultaneously without

worry of conflict on the bit lines. As the two

clock frequencies need not be even multiples of

each other when employing DVS, it is possible

that the two clocks will be operating with an

unknown phase-shift between the two. During

general case operation with the head and the

tail pointers in separate locations in the mem-

ory, the two operations are independent, relying

on different control circuitry and bit lines for

operation. The two operational situations that

could cause problems occur as the two address

pointers approach each other in the memory.
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TABLE II

L INK ENERGY CONSUMPTION(180NM)

Rate(bps) 660M 995M 1.33G 1.66G 1.93G 2.31G 2.50G

pJ/bit 5.25 5.41 6.49 7.14 8.31 9.59 10.21

These situations correspond to buffer emptying

and buffer full, and prevention of synchroniza-

tion problems is handled separately for each

case.

The first case of buffer full occurs when the

tail pointer approaches the head pointer. The

buffer is divided into a number of cells of

a given size (256 bits in our case) and each

cell maintains a value known asActive Data

on a latch. This latch is set whenever the tail

pointer first enters a cell, and is reset whenever

the head pointer leaves the cell. The buffer

circuitry raises the global buffer full signal

anytime the tail pointer enters a cell preceding

one that containsActive Data. The upper level

circuitry recognizes this buffer full signal and

stops attempting to write into the buffer at the

end of the current cell. The distance between

the tail and head pointer (cell size) that sends

this buffer full signal can be varied at design

time, allowing different transmit sizes such as

packet switching or wormhole switching to be

supported. This results in a slight buffer under-

utilization, but prevents all cases of the tail

pointer reaching the head pointer. The follow-

ing timing diagram illustrates the operation of

the device as the two clock signals arrive.

Buf_Full

Cell 0

WClk
Cell n-1 Cell n

550ps

> 1200 ps

Fig. 5. Timing Diagram of Filling Buffer

The other case of operation, as the buffer

empties, occurs as the read (head) pointer ap-

proaches the write (tail) pointer. In this case,

errors are prevented by the action of the buffer

empty signal. As the last read is performed,

the empty signal propagates to the edge of the

design in 550ps, much less time than it takes

to generate the next read request. This prevents

any more read requests from being generated

until the empty signal is deactivated.

2) Dynamic Link Shutdown (DLS) Algo-

rithm: We propose a second alternative to
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save energy by introducing a link shutdown

mechanism, where a link can be powered

down if it is not used heavily. Re-enabling

the link would normally incur a significant

delay penalty, while the link is powered up and

reconfigured into the network. We describe two

mechanisms to minimize this penalty. The first

approach is simply to reduce the overhead at

the circuit level, and the second approach is to

use alternative paths while a link is being pow-

ered up. While the forwarding of a packet along

an existing operational (and hence loaded) link

results in a slightly higher utilization for that

link, the additional delay incurred due to said

increased utilization is much smaller than that

incurred by waiting for a link to power up

again. In addition, forwarding along already

operational links also helps in eliminating the

overhead of global network reconfiguration by

using the adaptivity information programmed

in the local forwarding table.

The latency penalty incurred while the link

powers up and regains timing lock can be

minimized through the use of a multiplexed

power supply, as shown in Figure 3. While the

adaptive supply regains lock, the transmitter

is powered from the 1V multiplexed supply

line. Normally, the adaptive supply would only

supply 1V when the link was operating in

the vicinity of 1Gbps, however, to prevent

process variations and other variances from

possibly causing a malfunction, we over-design

the supply. To powerup the link, the transmitter

begins sending control signals to the receiver,

where a small circuit that remains powered at

all times detects the modulation on the trans-

mission channel and activates the receiver, also

on a 1V multiplexed supply. The modulation

detection circuit is little more than a compara-

tor with hysteresis and a number of flip flops.

To initiate the wake-up procedure, the trans-

mitter begins toggling the complementary data

lines. The analog comparator will note the bit-

inversion on the link, and increment a counter,

which decreases at a regular rate. If the bit-

inversions occur frequently enough, the counter

will reach a trigger-level and initiate wakeup

in the receiver, including PLL lock to the

incoming clock signal. Once the receiver has

locked to a frequency, a response signal is sent,

allowing valid data transmission to occur much

sooner than if the normal adaptive supply had

been used. While there exists a possibility that

certain pathological noise patterns in the link
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could cause accidental wakeup, the unexpected

receipt of this activation signal causes the trans-

mitter to activate the link drivers, drowning

out link noise. As such, erroneous or fictitious

packets cannot be caused by accidental wakeup

of the receiver. Once both the transmitter and

receiver are activated, the link must operate at

the minimum frequency of 640Mbps until the

adaptive supply stabilizes. This allows the link

to begin operation at 640Mbps much sooner

than it would otherwise. The wake-up time

for this situation is dominated by the lock-

time of the receiver. Thus, we conservatively

assume a wake-up time of 800ns, two PLL

lock-times. As the only circuit activated in the

power-down state is the modulation detector on

the receiver, which consumes negligible power

when compared to an active link, we assume

that the link consumes no power when disabled.

Even with the multiplexed power supply, we

cannot avoid the delay incurred by reconfigu-

ration overhead. Whenever the links are pow-

ered down/up, forwarding tables in all switches

should be changed properly. For example, if

we use the SPF(Shorted Path First) algorithm

for the IBA-based SANs that has been pro-

posed recently [16], each shutdown/up event

needs to re-execute the algorithm to construct

the appropriate forwarding tables. The global

communication for this reconfiguration can be

avoided by using a distributed adaptive routing

scheme, which can provide alternate paths for

a shutdown link. In this paper, we use a mod-

ified SPF algorithm for irregular networks and

minimal adaptive routing for the 2-D regular

networks to provide alternate paths between a

source and destination. This path is encoded

in the forwarding table using the algorithms

proposed in [16] for irregular networks. The

size of this forwarding table is not constant

for all nodes since it depends on the number

of cycles containing the node. This table will

not be changed due to link shutdowns and

guarantees connectivity in the network as long

as the shutdown links do not make the network

disjoint. This is assured by the dynamic shut-

down module (DSM) described next. Although

IBA only permits the use of forwarding tables,

where each entry has a destination ID and a

corresponding output port number, it is possible

to have several output ports for a destination by

using multipath bits in the DLID as shown in

Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6, we add two hardware
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Fig. 6. Dynamic Shutdown Mechanism

modules for the proposed scheme: dynamic

shutdown decision module(DSM) and outport

selection module. These modules are placed

between pipelines Stages 2 and 3 in Figure 1.

The shutdown decision module provides the

link status to the selection module which finally

selects one port out of the possible output

ports encoded in the forwarding table. The

link status is collected at a local node over a

certain observation window(Ws). The selected

port is sent to the arbitration logic. The DSM

gets the usage information from Stage 5 of

the switch and provides specific link control

(shutdown/up) to the link control block shown

in Figure 3. This control signal is used to set

the supply voltage of the link transmitter. The

selection module uses LFU (Least Frequently

Used) policy for selecting one of the possible

output ports.

The link shutdown decision is based on the

concept that if we find a minimal set of links

providing connectivity with minimum perfor-

mance degradation, then a subset of the rest

of links can be powered down. For this, we

use two threshold utilization values(Tmax, TI)

to decide when we need to use all possible

output ports for a destination, and when we

can shutdown a link due to its low utilization.

Let D be the set of all destination nodes in the

forwarding table of a node. For each destination

node, we define its usage frequency as the

sum of utilization of all possible links that can

be used for reaching the node. Our algorithm

selects the set of nodes whose usage frequency

is greater thanTmax, which is denoted asDa.

All nodes inDa may need to use all links, since

they are heavily used. GivenDa, the decision

algorithm works as follows.

In the first case, when all nodes need to

use all possible links (Da = D), we can still

shutdown some links whose individual link

utilization is less than the given threshold (TI).

In the second case (Da 6= D), since some of

the output port entries in the forwarding table

have low link utilization (therefore, their total

utilization is less thanTmax), we can shutdown
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(1) Da = {d |∑l∈Ld
Ul > Tmax}, whereD is the total

set of destination nodes,L is the total set of links,Ld

is the set of links for a noded provided by Stage 2, and
Ul is the usage count of linkl.

(2) If Da = D, shutdown∃ l, Ul < TI .
(3) Else

Lhigh = ∪d∈Dad, Don = {d |l ∈ Ld, l ∈ Lhigh},
Doff = D −Don, andLs = L− Lhigh.

(a) If Doff = ∅, shutdownLs.
(b) Else repeat

find a link (lmax) in Doff that provides
maximum connectivity.
UpdateDon (Don = {d|lmax ∈ Ld , d ∈ Doff} )
Doff = Doff −Don andLs = Ls − {lmax}.

Until Doff = ∅.

Shutdown Decision Algorithm

some links. LetLhigh be the set of links for

Da, and these links will be active. Initially,

Ls, the set of candidate links to be shutdown

is equal to (L − Lhigh). Then we find the

nodes that cannot be reached using onlyLhigh.

Let Don be the set of nodes, which can be

routed with only links inLhigh. Then Doff

(= D−Don), are the set of nodes that cannot

be routed with links inLhigh. If Doff = ∅,

all nodes can be routed usingLhigh links, and

thus we can shutdownLs. Otherwise, we need

to find the minimal set of links, which pro-

vides connectivity. For this, we first find a link

that provides maximum connectivity (lmax) by

counting the number of appearances in the

forwarding table. Then,Don becomes the set of

nodes that can be routed withlmax among the

Doff nodes.Doff and Ls are then updated as

(Doff −Don) and (Ls−{lmax}), respectively.

These updates ofDon andDoff are conducted

recursively untilDoff = ∅. Finally, the links in

Ls can be shutdown. The decision algorithm is

summarized below.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

We have developed a simulation testbed for

the cluster interconnect that models switches,

HCAs and links conforming to the IBA specifi-

cation. The simulation models bit level activity

and provides cycle accurate information for

both performance and energy estimates.
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In addition to the timing simulation, we in-

corporate energy numbers extracted from actual

layouts of the components described in the

prior section. Each of the components of the

system discussed in the previous section were

custom designed and simulated using HSPICE

in 180nm technology using a supply voltage of

1.8V to extract the power consumption values.

Then we redesigned the switch components and

a single frequency link using 70nm technology.

These energy numbers are used along with the

activity monitored in the different components

of the cluster interconnect to derive the energy

consumption results.

Our simulation model is flexible in that one

can specify the number of physical links, num-

ber of VLs per physical link, link bandwidth,

packet size, and many other architectural and

power parameters. The power numbers pre-

sented in this work use actual values from

design and circuit simulation. Our simulator

is also flexible in supporting different net-

work topologies. To illustrate this flexibility,

we simulate a 15-node irregular network and an

(8×8) 2-D mesh network designed using 5-port

switches. For the 15-node irregular networks,

we use SPF routing [16], while for the mesh

network, we use minimal adaptive routing to

support routing adaptivity. We simulated both

packet switched and wormhole switched net-

works.

For the experiments, the best-effort traffic is

generated with a given injection rateλ, and

follows the Poisson distribution. The size of

best-effort packets is assumed to be fixed, and

a destination is picked using a uniform dis-

tribution. These assumptions provide the most

general case of a network analysis. We then

use ON/OFF traffic [28] to generate traffic

burst and hot spot distribution of destinations

to examine the energy impact of the pro-

posed techniques. For ON/OFF traffic, during

the OFF period, the source does not generate

any messages, while during the ON period,

messages are generated according to the given

injection rateλonoff.

For some of the experiments, the work-

load includes packets from real-time VBR

traffic, which is generated as a stream of

packets between a pair of communicating

(source-destination) processors. The traffic in

each stream is genereted from seven MPEG-

2 traces [29], where each trace has different

bandwidth requirement. Important statistics of
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TABLE III

MPEG-2VIDEO SEQUENCE STATISTICS(KBITS). MPEGSTREAMS HAVE I, P, AND B FRAMES.

Video Avg Bandwidth Avg Sz of Avg Sz of Avg Sz of
Seqs Reqs (Kb/s) I Frame P Frame B Frame

1 7,138.2 430.2 295.6 194.2

2 15,231.4 839.4 680.6 401.0

3 13,526.4 534.7 569.4 387.8

4 8,536.5 393.3 340.3 241.4

5 6,124.2 350.6 242.9 172.9

6 18,406.0 974.7 721.9 529.6

7 13,497.9 637.6 536.0 394.3

the different traces are shown in Table III. Each

stream generates 30 frames/sec, and each frame

is divided into fixed-size packets, where each

packet consists of the MTU and the header.

The important output parameters measured

in our experiments are average packet latency

(includes network latency and source queueing

delay in HCA), and energy consumption in mi-

crojoules. For real-time VBR traffic, Deadline

Missing Time (DMT) is measured whenever a

frame misses its deadline. Table IV summarizes

the main parameters used in our experiments.

Note that leakage energy at 180nm is not

significant, and as such, has been omitted from

this table. For link energy consumption, we use

data from Table 2.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We start our discussion by comparing the

energy and performance behavior of the link

optimization schemes. The distribution of en-

ergy consumption, shown in Figure 7(a), indi-

cates the importance of focusing on the energy

consumption of the links. For each injection

rate, the six bars indicate the following com-

binations from left to right; (1) (No DVS, No

Shutdown, No Adaptive Routing), (2) (DVS,

No Shutdown, No Adaptive Routing), (3) (No

DVS, No Shutdown, Adaptive Routing), (4)

(No DVS, Shutdown, Adaptive Routing), (5)

(DVS, No Shutdown, Adaptive Routing), and

(6) (DVS, Shutdown, Adaptive Routing). Thus,

we observe that the link energy optimization

schemes have a significant influence on over-
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TABLE IV

ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND DEFAULT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS WITH 180NM

Component Status Energy (pJ)

Quad-Packet Buffer Read 16431

(per packet-size operation) Write 14298

Lookup Table Active 310.00

Arbitration Active 6.10086

Crossbar (per packet) Active 2739

DRAM in HCA (per 1 packet) R/W 3570

RISC processor in HCA 108
(average per cycle at low load)

General System Parameters

Tmax/TI 40% 3%

Window Size : DVS (Wd), DLS (Ws) 150 cycles 300 cycles

Physical Link Bandwidth 2.5 Gbps

Number of Physical Links 5

Number of VLs/Physical Link 16

Header Size (LRH, BTH, and CRC fields) 26 bytes

Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) 1024 bytes

Input/Output VL Buffer Size 4200 bytes

all energy savings. With optimized links, the

energy consumptions for the HCAs and the

switches will become more important since the

energy consumption in these two components

almost doubles as the injection rate increases

from 20% to 60%. This phenomenon happens

because the unoptimized links consume the

same amount of energy regardless of whether

they transmit data and, hence, are not influ-

enced by the injection rate variation. On the

contrary, HCA and switch energy consumption

depends on the injection rate variation. As the

memory elements dominate the energy con-

sumption of the HCAs and the switches, the

increasing importance of the leakage energy

will make the energy optimizations for these

parts crucial as well.

In Figure 7(b), we observe that the use of

only DVS (case 2) increases latency over the

entire workload. Specifically, as compared to
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Fig. 7. 15-Node Irregular Network Results (180nm design)

the base case (case 1), the latency increased

by 500% at a 20% injection rate, and at a

60% injection rate, the latency is increased by

10%. The combination of adaptive routing and

DVS (case 5) can mitigate this performance

penalty at only high load since adaptivity has

little impact at low load. In contrast, the DLS

scheme (case 4) has almost the same latency

(only 3% degradation) as compared to case 3.

The combination of both DVS and DLS (case
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6) still has high latency at lower load, but

approaches the best case at 60% load.

The energy behavior in Figure 7(c) reveals

that it is more energy efficient to operate at a

higher injection rate than at a lower injection

rate. This is contrary to the trend in network

latency, in which lower injection rates are pre-

ferred as they result in lower latency. Further,

the DVS scheme that performed poorly when

considering latency reduces the energy required

per packet by half at low loads. It must be

noted that most of the energy savings occur

from the voltage scaling in the links. However,

DVS also increases the amount of time the

packets spend in the buffers (in the switches)

before being delivered to the destination. The

increased buffer utilization by itself does not

increase the energy consumption in the 180nm

technology. However, as leakage energy in

buffers becomes significant in designs using

sub 100nm technology, the increased time spent

in the buffers can become an energy concern

as will be shown later.

The DLS scheme provides a more moder-

ate energy saving as compared to DVS (in

Figure 7(c)) as only a small percentage of

links can be shutdown completely. However,

when combined with DVS it can provide an

additional 50% savings. This additional savings

results from the fact that about half of the

links that would have operated at the lowest

frequency in DVS can be completely shutdown

with support from adaptive routing. The distri-

bution of frequencies (voltages) at which the

links operate (shown in Figure 9) helps to

identify the source for the additional savings.

The percentage of links that can be shutdown

decreases by 10% as the load increases from

20% to 60%. The additional savings provided

by shutdown scheme decrease in a similar

fashion as the load increases.

Figure 8 shows the DMT of MPEG-2 video

traffic when we change the number of VLs

in a 15-node irregular network with DVS and

DLS. In this figure, we can observe that the

DMT increases dramatically beyond 60-70%.

Therefore, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that

the operating range of between 40-60% load

provides an opportunity to strike an appropri-

ate balance between energy consumption and

performance constraints.

The arrival process was then changed to use

an On/Off source to generate traffic burst and

message destinations were generated using a
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Fig. 8. Deadline Missing Time of MPEG-2 Video Traffic in a 15-Node Network

hot spot model. This provides a better stress

testing of the network compared to the general

model used in Figure 7. The impact of the

different schemes are plotted in Figure 9. With

this workload, voltage transition happens more

often in DVS and DLS, resulting in higher

penalties in the average packet latency. How-

ever, we obtain significant energy savings with

the optimized schemes (Figure 9(b)), and the

relative contribution of DLS with respect to

DVS is more pronounced (See Figure 7(b) and

Figure 9(b)). We also experiment with these

schemes in a large 2-D network. The first three

upper lines on the left side represent the energy

per packet, and the others represent the average

packet latency for the base scheme without any

optimization, DVS scheme, and DLS scheme,

respectively. Strikingly, we find that the energy

saving due to shutdown is 38% at low load,

while the performance degradation is limited

to 4%. From these results, we can conclude

that the energy saving increases, while the

performance penalty remains almost constant

as the network size increases.

Fig. 10. Frequency Profiling with both DVS and DLS

As technology scaling results in increased

leakage energy, we have simulated a 70nm

design where leakage energy is significantly

higher. The optimized buffer is used for the
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(a) Average Packet Latency (b) Energy/Packet

(c) 8× 8 Regular Network Results

Fig. 9. Results with Traffic Burst and Nonuniform Destination Distribution (180nm design)

higher leakage results as an example of how to

mitigate the effects of this leakage increase. We

experiment with the impact of DVS and DLS

using these different leakage parameters to see

the effect of technology evolution on these

schemes. The results indicate that DVS pro-

vides better energy optimization than the DLS

scheme with current technology, but has the

maximum latency. This high latency implies

that the packets spend more time in the buffers
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Fig. 12. 8× 8 Mesh Network Results (70nm Design)

and thus the buffer utilization increases. When

technology scales and leakage current becomes

a dominant factor, DLS becomes better than

DVS at high load due to the lower buffer

space utilization in DLS. This allows more of

the buffer to stay powered down, reducing the

leakage penalty. This crossover occurs between

40% and 50% workload. (At 50% load, the

average number of powered cells with DLS

scheme is 35087 and with DVS scheme is

56749.)

In the previous experiments, we used 180nm

technology, where the buffer leakage energy

is negligible. In Figure 12, we investigate the

performance results of packet-switched and

wormhole-switched (8 × 8) mesh networks in

a single frequency 70nm design. As shown in

Figure 12(a), a wormhole network outperforms

a packet-switched network even with smaller

buffers in terms of average packet latency.
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A wormhole network with 4-packet length

buffers shows better performance than packet-

switched networks with 4-packet length buffers

and 8-packet length buffers. Figure 12(b) shows

the two switching networks with the same

buffer size (4-packet) with/without optimized

buffer. While the packet-switched network suf-

fers from higher latency, when combined with

the optimized buffer it consumes the least en-

ergy/packet. The wormhole network with the

optimized buffer dissipates almost the same

energy up to a load of 40%, but the ad-

vantage of the optimization disappears as the

load increases. Figure 12(c) shows the energy

dissipation by the links and the switches. The

HCA energy is not included here since we

do not have the model for the NIC processor

and DRAM at 70nm design. For each injection

rate, the four bars indicate the packet switch

with the optimized buffers (case 1), the packet

switch with the unoptimized buffers (case 2),

the wormhole switch with optimized buffers

(case 3), and the wormhole switch with the

unoptimized buffers (case 4). With unoptimized

buffers (case 2 and case 4), the distribution

of energy dissipation is roughly 50% for both

links and the switches, while it was 80% for

the links and 20% for the switches with 180nm

technology, as shown in case 1 of Figure 7(a).

This is because as technology evolves, the

memory elements dominate the energy con-

sumption. With the buffer optimization scheme,

which reduces the leakage energy, we can save

more than 60% energy in buffers at low load.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Along with performance, energy consump-

tion is becoming an important concern for de-

signing cost-effective clusters that are emerging

as the dominant mode of computing infrastruc-

ture. Unlike processor and memory designs,

energy-efficient interconnects for SANs have

received little attention, and the recently re-

leased IBA specification clearly documents the

commercial interest in this direction.
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In this paper, we have presented a holis-

tic approach for energy characterization and

optimization of an IBA style cluster intercon-

nect. We have designed an integrated simula-

tion tool that combines the architecture level

design artifacts with energy parameters from

actual designs of the switch, NIC and links

for providing various performance and energy

estimates. Since the links and buffers consume

a major portion of the total energy budget,

our investigation focused on optimizing energy

consumption in these two components. In this

context, we presented a detailed design and

analysis of DVS and a new dynamic link

shutdown technique (DLS) for the links and

an optimized buffer design to reduce leakage

energy.

The main conclusions of this work are the

following: First, while DVS is a viable tech-

nique to reduce power consumption in the

links, it degrades network latency significantly

at low to medium load. Second, DVS and the

buffer energy consumption need to be exam-

ined together, as buffer utilization increases

due to DVS. This becomes especially critical

at 70nm technology, where buffer leakage en-

ergy is a dominant factor. Our study reveals

that energy saving with DVS suffers due to

leakage current and becomes more prominent

as the load increases beyond 40%. Third, the

proposed DLS technique is an elegant and

feasible approach to optimize both performance

and power. It can provide up to 40% energy

savings with less than 5% performance penalty.

DLS can be nicely blended with a suitable

adaptive routing algorithm for intelligent path

selection so that under-utilized links can be

powered down without incurring high perfor-

mance penalty. Finally, integration of DVS and

DLS provides the best energy optimization.

Currently, we are pursuing several exten-

sions of this research. The link model will

be extended to optical links. The memory and

processor power consumption in the NIC can

be optimized with better designs. The network

energy analysis with real workloads should

provide more meaningful results. Finally, we

plan to conduct an exhaustive energy charac-

terization of a complete cluster system.
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